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Definition Game Cards 
(Print on thin card and cut out, keeping definitions and terms separate) 

SOLUTE 
The substance that dissolves in a 

liquid to make a solution 

SOLUTION 
A liquid consisting of a solvent in 
which one or more substances 

have dissolved 

SOLVENT 
A liquid in which a substance is 

dissolved to make a solution 

SOLUBLE 
A substance is soluble if it 

dissolves in a solvent 

SOLUBILITY 
A measure of how much solute 

dissolves in a solvent 

INSOLUBLE 
A substance is insoluble if it does 

not dissolve in a solvent 

Solutions 

SOLUTION: when a substance is dissolved in a liquid. 

Not all substances dissolve. We say that those that do are called SOLUBLE, and those that don’t 
are called INSOLUBLE. 

The liquid that the substance dissolves in is called the SOLVENT. 

The soluble substance that dissolves in the liquid is called the SOLUTE. 

SOLUTE + SOLVENT = SOLUTION 

e.g.   salt + hot water = salty water 



Types of mixture (pupils) 

You have three glasses of drink on your table. Can you decide which is which? 

Solution: a mixture where one substance has dissolved into another – it is 

clear to look at, but can be coloured. 

Colloid: a mixture of the tiny parts of one substance evenly spread out 

within another. They can look a bit foggy or milky. The tiny, spread-out 

particles stay suspended in the other substance and don’t separate out 

over time. 

Suspension: a mixture of a liquid and a solid where the bits of solid do 

not dissolve. The solid particles and the liquid are mixed up, making the 

particles spread evenly throughout the liquid – they are ‘suspended’ in 

the liquid, but will separate out if left to sit for a period of time. 

Decide which of the mixtures are: 

Homogeneous mixtures: mixtures that are evenly mixed and uniform, 

e.g. squash or air. Some mixtures that look homogeneous are often 

actually heterogeneous when you look at them under a microscope. 

Heterogeneous mixtures: mixtures that are not uniform so that the 

proportions of its parts vary across the mixture, e.g. mixed dried fruit and 

cereal in milk, plus orange juice with pulp, chocolate chip cookie dough. 



Types of mixture (teacher reference) 

Have a glass of milk, a glass of flavoured water and a glass of pulpy orange juice 

out on each table 

Solution: a mixture where one substance has dissolved into another – it is 

clear to look at, but can be coloured, e.g. flavoured water. 

Colloid: a mixture of the tiny parts of one substance evenly spread out 

within another. They can look a bit foggy or milky. The spread-out 

particles stay suspended in the other substance and don’t separate out 

over time, e.g. milk. 

Suspension: a mixture of a liquid and a solid where the bits of the solid 

do not dissolve. The solid particles and the liquid are mixed up, making 

the particles spread evenly throughout the liquid – they are ‘suspended’ 

in the liquid, but will separate out if left to sit for a period of time, e.g. 

orange juice with bits. 

Decide which of the mixtures are: 

Homogeneous mixtures: mixtures that are evenly mixed and uniform, 

e.g. squash or air. Some mixtures that look homogeneous are often 

actually heterogeneous when you look at them under a microscope. 

Heterogeneous mixtures: mixtures that are not uniform so that the 

proportions of its parts vary across the mixture, e.g. mixed dried fruit and 

cereal in milk, plus orange juice with pulp, chocolate chip cookie dough. 



Reversible options 

Evaporating 

Filtering 

Sieving 

Cooling 



Investigations 

Mud forms required 

1. A ‘clear’ muddy puddle

2. A muddy puddle full of dirt

3. Chalky gloopy mud

4. Thick oozy silky pure mud

5. Mixed-up gravelly wet soil



Mud forms required (teacher reference) 

1. A ‘clear’ muddy puddle (dark brown
sugar or instant coffee and water)
SOLUTION

2. A muddy puddle full of dirt (finely
ground up chocolate biscuits and
water) SUSPENSION

3. A chalky gloopy mud (cornflour,
water, and cocoa powder) COLLOID
Ask chn to decide whether this makes a solid or a liquid
and to justify their answers (use this to establish level of
understanding). Check understanding of solids, liquids and
gases from Y4.

4. Thick oozy silky pure mud (melted
chocolate) MELTED STATE

5. Mixed-up gravelly wet soil (roughly
ground biscuits, sultanas, and a small
amount of water)
HETEROGENEOUS MIXTURE



Investigation (mixed-age groups – Year 6 to lead) 

1. Can you suggest a general overarching enquiry question, and then drill down
for each of the mud forms as to what you will be exploring and with which
‘ingredients’?

2. Based on your knowledge of mixtures predict which ingredients you will need
for each form of mud and plan your investigations

3. Investigate your ideas and see if you can create each ‘type’ of mud

4. Can you suggest if your mud is a solution, a suspension or a colloid, and/or if
it is a homogeneous or heterogeneous mixture?

5. Record your findings and create ‘recipes’ for each mud form explaining the
science behind the mixture (technicians’ guide)

Equipment and ‘ingredients’ available: 
 Solids to test for solubility:

o Biscuits
o Chocolate
o Sultanas
o Cornflour
o Coffee (instant)
o Brown sugar
o Cocoa powder
o Water

 Bowls
 Spoons
 Scales or measuring spoons/cups
 Plastic food bags
 Rolling pins (or something to crush the biscuits with)



Predictions 
What do you think you will need to create these mud ‘forms’? 

Mud form 
Suggested ingredients 
(including amounts) 

Scientific explanation for suggestions 

A ‘clear’ muddy puddle

A muddy puddle full of dirt

A chalky muddy puddle

Thick oozy silky pure mud

Mixed-up gravelly wet soil



Findings – what happened? 

Mud form 
Ingredients 
(including 
amounts) 

Overall effect 
Type of 
mixture 

Further observations/scientific 
explanation 

A ‘clear’ muddy 

puddle

A muddy puddle full 
of dirt

A chalky muddy 
puddle

Thick oozy silky pure 
mud

Mixed-up gravelly wet 
soil



Guidance for reversing changes in materials 

Equipment: 

 Muddy mixtures to separate
 Sieves
 Filters
 Hairdryer/candles
 Water

Prompt questions: 

Sieving 

 Think about the solids – how many sieves and grades of sieve might you need?

 What order will you sieve the mixture in?

 Filtering 

 How many different types of filter could you use? (e.g. cotton wool, piece of muslin, filter
paper) 

 Which filter works the best (which water is the clearest)?

 If this was real muddy water, would it now be safe to drink (if it is clear)?  Will tiny
microscopic bacteria in the water have been removed by the filter, or are they too small?

Evaporation 

 Can you use the hair drier to evaporate off the liquid?

 Where could you leave liquids (it will need to be a warm place!) to create the best
conditions for evaporation without using a hairdryer or candle?

Cooling/heating 

 How can you change the temperature of a substance to help it change state?

What other mixtures/solutions do you think you could separate using one of these methods? 



Separation equipment 



Odd one out 

Have the following materials in sets and ask children to decide which the ‘odd one 

out’ is and why – encourage children to come up with property-based suggestions 

(see those given below). Explain that as long as children can justify their answer, it is 

acceptable. 

Set Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 Properties to note 

A Sugar Salt Hot 

chocolate 

powder 

Dissolves or not 

B Chocolate Stone Water Changes of 

state/solids, liquids, 

gases 

C Glass of 

squash 

Chocolate 

chip cookie 

Granola Homogeneous/ 

heterogeneous 

mixtures 



Homework guidance 

Y5 

Have a look in your kitchen and at the meals and drinks that you consume. Can 

you identify: 

1. Solutions

2. Colloids

3. Suspensions

Y6 

Have a look in your kitchen and at the meals and drinks that you consume. Can 

you identify: 

1. Solutions

2. Colloids

3. Suspensions

Can you find out what mayonnaise is? 




